
MICROLAVE application example

FEATURES

Viscous liquid of neutral chemical
reaction, with fruit smell.

PROPERTIES

MICROLAVE is a compound for
washing hands, easy to rinse.

Does not contain solvents of
petroleum origin, or any solvent
irritating to skin. MICROLAVE is in
conformity to AFNOR 73101 Standard
(detergent without solvents for
washing hands).

MICROLAVE is rich in microspheres,
and allows frequent washing without
attacking the epidermis. MICROLAVE
is extremely effective quickly
penetrates in various tarnishes,
grease, oil, rust, etc. ...

MICROLAVE
HAND 
WASHING PASTE

MICROLAVE

UTILIZATION

MICROLAVE is used in all areas where
there are dirty jobs, such as workshops,
garages, transport industry, agro food
industry, municipalities, institutions,
construction, shipbuilding, etc.

- Hand washing paste
- Extremely effective
- Rich in  microspheres
- Pleasant odour
- Without solvents

APPLICATION

Apply the equivalent of a nut shell, rub
the hands evenly, massaging slightly
dirtier parts for a few seconds. Clean
with water progressively. Repeat the
operation if necessary.

ADVANTAGES

Industry Automotive Industry

Cleaning and MaintenanceInstitutional ConstructionFood Industry

Environment



CAUTIONS

Chemical product: Always read the
label before using. Close the packing
after each use. Keep out of children
reach.

Do not mix with other soaps: it is not
compatible. Protect from cold. In case
of contact with eyes, rinse thoroughly
for 15 minutes with clean water
without rubbing.

Always make a test to determine the
compatibility and the appropriate
contact time.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

DILUTION Not applicable

CHEMICAL NATURE

Preparation based on one
association of cleaning agents,

softening compounds and 
protecting the epidermis of 

vegetal origin.
COMPOSITION INCI:AQUA, 

COCAMIDE DEA, POLYETHYLENE, 
TRIDECETH-3, SODIUM LAURETH 
SULFATE, TRIDECETH-2, SODIUM 

C14-16 
OLEFIN SULFONATE, SODIUM 

CHLORIDE, FRAGRANCE, DMDMH, 
PEG-150 DISTEARATE, CITRIC ACID, 

POTASSIUM SORBATE, CI42051.
SURFACTANTS Not applicable

PHYSICAL STATE / COLOUR Viscous liquid of blue colour

ODOUR Fruits

PH 6,80

SOLUBILITY IN WATER Practically neutral

CLEANING PERFORMANCE Very good

RINSING Yes

FOAMING Yes

RELATIVE DENSITY 0,985

FLASH POINT Not concerned

CHEMICAL REACTION Practically neutral

CLASSIFICATION Not applicable

EXPIRATION

2 years. Stored in the original 
packaging. Protect from excessive 

sunlight. Avoid extreme 
temperatures.
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